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Date of Hearing:  June 29, 2022 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS 

Chris Holden, Chair 

SB 1062 (McGuire) – As Amended April 18, 2022 

Policy Committee: Natural Resources    Vote: 10 - 0 

      

      

Urgency:  No State Mandated Local Program:  No Reimbursable:  No 

SUMMARY: 

This bill establishes the Fixing the Firefighter Shortage Act of 2022, requires minimum staffing 

levels on the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection’s (CAL FIRE) frontline fire 

engines, requires additional personnel for firefighter fuel crews, and requires a legislative report 

providing a long-term staffing plan. 

Specifically, this bill:  

1) Requires CAL FIRE to maintain a standard minimum level of staffing on each of the 

department’s fire engines of three professional firefighters.  

2) Requires CAL FIRE to meet this minimum level of staffing without requiring the regular 

practice of forcing overtime on CAL FIRE’s personnel. Requires this standard minimum 

level of staffing to be met by adding 356 full-time firefighters to provide the appropriate 

personnel to staff the existing fleet of frontline fire engines the department identified as of 

January 1, 2022. 

3) Requires CAL FIRE to increase its existing firefighter fuel crews budgeted for the 2021–22 

fiscal year by adding 16 additional fuel crews and adding 768 firefighters to staff those 

crews. 

4) Requires, on or before January 1, 2024, CAL FIRE to provide to the Legislature a long-term 

staffing plan, which is to identify the staffing and infrastructure needs for the department 

through the year 2030 to meet the new era of wildfire firefighting. 

5) Sunsets its provisions on January 1, 2028. 

FISCAL EFFECT: 

CAL FIRE estimates ongoing costs of $281 million in the first year and $299 million phased in 

over five years and annually thereafter (General Fund) to support 1,297 positions, add 16 

additional hand crews of 48 firefighters each, add firefighters for relief staffing, and provide 

commensurate funding to six contract counties. 

 

COMMENTS: 

1) Purpose. According to the author: 
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The alarm couldn’t be sounding louder. Our state is facing 

unprecedented, destructive wildfires. Fourteen of the largest 20 

wildfires in California history have occurred just in the last decade. 

MegaFires are threatening the way of life for millions of Californians 

– destroying tens of thousands of homes and businesses. Over $30 

billion in insured losses have gripped this state with just the 2017, 

2018 and 2020 fire seasons. Billions more have occurred since. 

Wildfires have severely threatened or impacted our air quality… who 

would have ever thought just ten years ago [that] schools would be 

cancelled or students would be forced indoors for weeks on end due to 

smoke days each and every year. 

2) Background.  

a) Wildfires in California. Wildfires in the state have been growing in size, duration, 

frequency, and severity due to climate change, warmer and drier conditions, prolonged 

drought, dry vegetation, accumulating fuels, and expanding development in the wildland-

urban interface. The 2020 fire season broke numerous records. Five of California’s six 

largest fires in modern history burned at the same time, resulting in the loss of life, 

destroying thousands of buildings, forcing hundreds of thousands of people to flee their 

homes, and exposing millions of residents to dangerously unhealthy air. January, 

February, and March of 2022 comprised the driest first quarter on record, and 

predominantly dry weather is expected to worsen these conditions over the next several 

months. As a result, significant fire potential will remain above normal throughout the 

state.  

b) Staffing Shortages. CAL FIRE provides resource management and wildland fire 

protection services covering 31 million acres. It operates 234 fire stations and also staffs 

local fire departments as funded by those local governments. CAL FIRE also contracts 

with six counties to provide wildland fire protection services. According to the California 

Professional Firefighters, who write in support of this bill: 

In conjunction with historic wildfires, CAL FIRE has experienced 

critical staffing shortages for decades that force the men and 

women of the department throughout the state to work untenably 

long overtime at risk of their own wellbeing. Firefighters have 

reported working for as long as 40 days or longer without any days 

off, with no abilities to rest and recover or to spend time with their 

families. In an already difficult and dangerous profession, this 

amount of overtime can prove deadly, whether from exhaustion 

impeding decision making and physical abilities or from 

behavioral health issues caused by these stressors. 

 Staff shortages and overtime hours are leading to significant stress and mental health 

challenges among firefighters. Over the last four years, more than 54,000 calls have been 

made by firefighters to a state mental health hotline. A recently released four-part series 

by CalMatters, Trial by Fire, details this severe and unaddressed mental health crisis at 

CAL FIRE: 
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California’s firefighters describe a broken and depleted fire service 

suffering a hidden, smoldering crisis…exhaustion on the firelines, 

weeks on duty without respite, suicidal thoughts, never-ending 

trauma and the terror and pain of seeing their colleagues injured or 

killed. As California’s wildfires intensify and burn year-round, its 

firefighters suffer from the increasing strain of post-traumatic 

stress. Decisions made while struggling with lack of sleep, long 

hours and stress could endanger not just the crews, but the public, 

too. What is the state doing to respond? Overwhelmingly, 

California’s firefighters and mental-health experts say, “Not nearly 

enough.” Cal Fire has been slow to address PTSD and suicides 

among its ranks, and firefighters routinely encounter problems 

getting workers’ comp insurance to cover their care. California’s 

wildfire crews carry a heavy and growing burden: They leave the 

fire lines, but the fire never leaves them. 

c) Budget Discussions. The Governor’s January budget for the 2022-23 fiscal year 

proposed $3.7 billion and 10,049.5 positions for CAL FIRE. In recognition of the heavy 

toll of successive exhausting wildfire seasons, the January budget set aside $400 million 

(General Fund) on an ongoing basis to improve the health and wellness of CAL FIRE 

firefighters. The Governor’s May revision proposed an additional $150.2 million and 465 

positions, phased in over multiple years, to enhance CAL FIRE’s capabilities. The 

administration notes it is engaging with representatives from firefighter associations on 

the specific details of a proposal that would appropriately staff CAL FIRE to meet the 

demands of wildland firefighting in a changing climate. The legislative version of the 

2022-23 state budget references firefighter staffing levels as part of a $21 billion climate 

and energy package, with details to be worked out in the coming weeks.  

Analysis Prepared by: Nikita Koraddi / APPR. / (916) 319-2081


